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+33186995715 - https://virawo.me/athos-hamnkrog-813418-se

Here you can find the menu of Athos Hamnkrog in Koeping. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Jöns Bengtsson likes about Athos

Hamnkrog:
cozy environment in the marina. good service and dedicated waiter. divided arktis girlanden for a starter who was
really good with ailoli and a little thicker toast. the plank was very good, with cruel spices. medium on the meat,

perfect. the lachs was well cooked with good sauce and new carrots. good plastered vegetables. read more. The
restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical limitations,
Depending on the weather, you can also sit outside and be served. At Athos Hamnkrog in Koeping, tasty Greek
meals like Gyros, Souvlaki and Seafood, along with sides like fries, feta cheese salad, Pita bread and Tzatziki

are offered to you, Furthermore, one can delight in the consumption of all the fine offered menus amid the
beautiful ambiance of this Diner. As a rule, most meals are prepared in a short time for you and served, the

restaurant serves however also dishes typical for Europe.
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Süß� Dessert�
TIRAMISU 980 kr

Toas�
TOAST

A l� cart�
SALMON FILLET 2,708 kr

Desser�
VANILJGLASS MED
JORDGUBBAR 980 kr

Moder� bayrisch�
Schmanker�
BÜFFELMOZZARELLA 1,441 kr

Cereal�
STARTING

Coffe�
COFFEE 323 kr

Hamburgar�
HÖGREVSBURGARE 2,017 kr

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
TOSTADAS

Förrätter
ATHOS RÄKMACKA 1,786 kr

KLASSISK SKAGENRÖRA 1,556 kr

Varmrätter
ATHOS PLANKSTEK 3,100 kr

VEGETARISK HÄLSOTALLRIK 1,671 kr

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

MEAT

SALMON

CARROTS
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